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PROGRAM OUTLINE/SUGGESTIONS 

 

  1 Day: New Generation Emotional Intelligence Time to Kick But! 

o A fully interactive one day seminar designed to help your team acquire 

resilience, positive emotional intelligence and momentum to positively 
transform working environments. Utilizing newfound skills and 

neuroscience to identify, engage and redirect the emotions of others and 

confidently increase personal persuasion and innovation with this ability to 

read, master and learn from emotions.  

 

 2 Day : Quantum Leadership-Deliberate Creation Training Camp 
o A groundbreaking experience designed to identify and expose individual 

and collective limiting beliefs and practices within the workplace and 

foster the development of intelligent growth, motivation and 

empowerment in a highly motivational and uniquely experiential 

environment. Program is specifically tailored to outcomes addressing 

workplace issues identified as ‘problematic’. Utilises the latest innovation 

in brain retraining, neuroscience, nlp and psycho-neuroimmunology for 
enhanced sensory development and emotional resilience training for 

today’s leaders. 

 

 2 Day : Second day of the Quantum Leadership-Deliberate Creation Training Camp 

o Continuation of program and individual consultation for participants to 

ensure ongoing commitment. 
 

 ½ Day:  S’hero’s. A Woman’s Journey in Leadership. 

o 60- 80 min Keynote addressing the unique issues facing personal and 

professional challenges of women in leadership and includes ‘how to’s’ in 

attaining and maintaining those roles from the perspective of a female 

Leader, Global Trainer and prior Police Officer to combat challenges. 
Additional question and answer time to address specific issues raised. 

Includes ‘How U.D.I.F.F.E.R’,  7 strategies for success. 

 

 

Professional Costs upon agreement 

 

Product Package available upon agreement, complete products resource includes 

books, ebooks, dvd and audio programs. 

 

 
 



Introducing….  

Rosie Pekar 
Professional ‘BUT’ Kicker 

 

  

With a professional career spanning over 30 years, 

Rosie Pekar has seen it all.  From early life as a Police 

Woman, through career changes like Private 
Investigator and a Security Specialist Trainer, Rosie has 

overcome adversity and become an accomplished and 

passionate Author, International Speaker and highly 

motivational enter-trainer! 

 

Today Rosie is The ‘But’ Kicker, author, motivator and 

columnist read by more than 60,000 entrepreneurs 

globally.  She travels regularly delivering seminars and 

deliberate creation workshops and Leadership programs in Australia, New 

Zealand, Singapore, Thailand, Hong Kong and the USA. Showcased by Austrade 

internationally as a ‘Success Specialist” she has also been acknowledged by the 

US government with her business visa under ‘extraordinary abilities’. 
 

Her emergency services role and investigative abilities lead her to a ‘Kickbut’ 

mindset that has her thinking on her feet and getting results irrespective of 

challenging circumstances and this is what she passes on. 

 

These same characteristics transformed her personal life and now serve her 

well in the global world of business, teaching teams how to create, inspire, 

serve and lead with passion and a positive perspective over any adversity 

utilising the best from neuroscience and modern innovation! 

 

Her workshops and seminars are described as life-altering, dynamic and 

inspirational, filled with refreshing humour and powerful stories. Kicking BUT – 

or “Bloody Useless Thoughts” – is her mission. And it seems people can’t get 
enough of her no-excuses, Kick “BUT” strategies. Rosie sees her goal as the 

‘BUT Kicker’ to increase awareness of personal power and to challenge the 

status quo of ignorance of personal power and responsibility.  

 

 

Rosie has changed client’s lives for the better and is 

different from the rest through her unique talents to 

inspire others to achieve.  She is now recognised in 

the ‘Who’s Who’ of Inspiring Women and has 

featured alongside Stephen Covey and Brian Tracy as 

one the world most successful ‘possibility thinkers’! 

If you ask her what you need to become successful- 
she will simply tell you to start! 

 
See www.kickbut.com.au 

www.herosforheros.com for more information. 
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What people who have experienced the magic of Rosie have to say 
 

A new star is shining brightly - I couldn't recommend Rosie Pekar any more highly than 
this... Rosie you are an inspiration!  
Wayne Mansfield, Business Seminars Australia  
 
Excellent. Inspirational, motivational and entertaining. 
M. White, Uncle Bens of Australia  
 
An absolute inspiration, you will immensely enjoy your time with this world class speaker 
Steve Prideaux – The Executive Institute of Management 
 
Rosie is a knockout!  
Ken Marslew, Enough is Enough. Anti-Violence Movement.  
 
The day was to DIE FOR and the team are in love and want you every time! YOU surely 
changed lives and it was just a game changer having you!  
Cassandra House- Arbonne 
 
Just a short note to tell you how much I enjoyed your presentation Rosie, you really had 
them. We could have heard a pin drop, and I know from comments afterwards that the 
audience loved you. In sharing those personal life experiences, the points you are making 
become very powerful indeed. Great job! (and I’ve been in this business 26 years now)  
W. Berry, Top Gun Business Academy  
 
Excellent Presenter, she's on top of her subject.  
CPA Congress - New Frontiers, CPA Australia.  
 
Sharp, energetic, motivational and relevant.  
Robert Anson, President Australian Car Wash Association  
 
Rosie has an infectious ability to get people to focus on getting rid of the ‘but’ in their lives 
and to refocus on the positive aspects. Her message is inspiring, uplifting and had a great 
effect on the team.  
MP Personnel Consulting  
 
It was amazing how you connected with every person in the room. What an inspiration, your 
enthusiasm for life is contagious. Your messages really impacted on everyone present.”  
NSW Department of Education  
 
Enthusiastic, committed and passionate. Her ability to communicate with various age levels 
was particularly noticeable. Her rapport with participants was fantastic, many requesting 
additional information at the end of her presentation, myself included! Very rewarding.  
Keith Quinn, Executive Officer North East Regional Sports Assembly.  
 
I have received a lot of positive feedback from staff in terms of both the content and delivery 
of the presentation. Staff appreciated the ‘real life’ examples provided and the theory 
associated with changing people’s perspectives. The objective of the day was fully met and 
staff were motivated by your presentation. Thankyou for providing it within a format that was 
interactive and thought provoking.  
Corporate Services. Department of Human Services  
 
Memorable and impactful. Ms Pekar was refreshing and stimulating. A must to hear. 
Greta Thomas, Women’s Business Network  
 
Rosie's engaging personality, together with her enthusiasm and genuine belief was 
inspirational. The excellent quality of her presentation was easy to follow and enjoyable to 
listen to.  
Olga Benham, Co-ordinator Age Concern.  



 

And more…… 
 
What an inspiration. You brought tears to the eyes of a few old dinosaurs with your brutal 
honesty and tell it like it is style. You certainly KICK BUT. Can’t wait to get mine kicked 
again!  
Wild Eagle Trading  
 
The only one seminar ever that I have never felt like snoozing.”  
ANZ  
 
Highly motivating, interesting with many great take home messages. Myself, I found 
Rosemary quirky, compelling, energetic also inspirational and entertaining.  
Tom O'Toole - Beechworth Bakery  
 
Rosie, thanks for your inspiring talk, it was fantastic. My team has taken so much on board. I 
can’t tell you how grateful I was to hear such honesty in such a heart-warming fashion. 
Thanks for teaching us how to kick but.  
Employment National Pty Ltd.  
 
Rosie's ability to relate to those present and in her own way communicate extremely 
complicated aspects of human behaviour, beliefs and attitudes in simple yet meaningful 
ways played a significant part in the employees understanding just how important their job 
roles were towards making our club a successful business enterprise. Success due to the 
inspiration and very humorous Rosie.  
Andrew Terry, General Manager Albury S,S & A Club.  
 
Fantastic! Entertaining, challenging and motivational. Formal feedback from 146 students 
was overwhelmingly positive, many giving Rosie rapt attention. They found her thought 
provoking and informative and to many the talk proved life changing.  
Ken Larsen, Murray High School.  
 
Impressive and compelling, I can personally recommend Ms Pekar.  
Mark Cronin- Pogson Cronin Solicitors & Notary.  
 
Positive, Exciting and Inspiring! Kick But has succeeded in training my staff to observe and 
deal with situations in a whole new light. Rosemary's seminars, workshop and book have 
transformed my team from "maybe, I'm not sure", into "I can, I will ...". Rosemary Pekar is a 
credit to this industry. Thanks for turning our team around  
Sabastian, The Last Tangle  
 
Our top sales team had an awesome session with Rosie. Everyone felt that she was talking 
to them individually, and had several important lessons to take away with them.  
Andrew Davis, Choosewell Insurance. 
 
Dynamic, enjoyable and thought provoking.  
Brendan Roberson, Vice President United Goanna's Football Club  
 
Her courage was admired and commented on, many of whom were initially reluctant to listen 
to a female talk about a sporting activity that they regarded as strictly male. I was impressed.  
Bill Taylor, President Riverina Region Football Clubs.  
 
What a captivating presenter! Rosie dynamically encourages her audience to feel 
empowered to take control of themselves. She did it for me! Challenging and Powerful.  
The Banksia Financial Group  
 
Informative and motivating, beneficial to all age groups.  
Debbie Barker, Human Resource Manager, Panthers Lavington. 

 


